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upper intermediate

Open mind
MID-COURSE gRaMMaR anD vOCabUlaRy tESt a

Grammar
A For questions 1–5, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.
1 We do not allow students   a dictionary into 

the exam.
A take
B to take
C taking

2 We take on extra staff in the summer in order   
with the increased demand.
A cope
B coping
C to cope

3 I met my husband in the USA, where I   
at the time.
A was working
B had worked
C am working

4 The more you practise your instrument,   
you will become.
A so better
B the more better
C the better

5 Tanya should be here by now. I wonder   
she is?
A where
B what
C why

B Complete the sentences. Choose the 
correct words and phrases.
I have very fond memories of my brother as a little boy. 
When he was born, I (6) had / have just had my tenth 
birthday so there was a big age gap between us. He was 
such a kind little boy. If anyone gave him sweets, he  
(7) would always / always would save one for me. And he 
(8) was always / always was rescuing sick animals. One 
day, he came into the kitchen with an injured bird. He 
explained that a cat (9) attacked / had attacked it and 
begged my mother (10) don’t / not to put it back in the 
garden. My mother adored him and she always did what 
he asked. 

C For questions 11–15, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.
 11 I don’t think you   to seeing that kind 

of suffering.
A get used ever
B get ever used
C ever get used

 12 At the time, he said he   face meeting her.
A couldn’t
B can’t
C wouldn’t

 13 He was angry that we   him the letter earlier.
A haven’t shown
B hadn’t shown
C weren’t showing

 14 If you can’t behave sensibly, you    
leave the room.
A will have
B would have to
C will have to

 15 These politicians   things they can’t deliver.
A are always promise
B always are promising
C are always promising

D Choose the correct words to complete the 
conversation. There are four extra options.

be   better   would   get   best   have   had   will   
having

Anna:  How’s your new job going, Sophie?

Sophie:  Oh, I am (16)   a few problems, 
actually. My boss keeps giving me too much 
work to do. At first, I thought I would  
(17)   used to it after a little while, but 
three months into the job, I’m finding I just can’t 
keep up.

Anna:  If she’s giving you too much work, you  
(18)   just have to tell her. Explain  
that you can’t work at that rate.

Sophie:  I can’t do that. She’ll think I’m useless. Perhaps If 
I (19)   told her before, it would have 
been okay. 

Anna:  You must, Sophie and do it soon. The sooner, 
the (20)  .
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 31 He got always into trouble as a boy.  

 He was always getting into trouble as a boy.  

 32 I only accepted the invitation so that she  
wouldn’t be offended.  

 I only accepted the invitation in order to she 
wouldn’t be offended.  

 33 I totally disagree with what he said.  

 I totally disagree with what did he say.  

 34 If she would have told me she was unhappy,  
we had left.  

 If she had told me she was unhappy, we would  
have left.  

 35 As a teenager, I went horse-riding  
every weekend.  

 As a teenager, I was going horse-riding  
every weekend.  

G For questions 36–40, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.

 36 They wouldn’t be so careless if they   to pay for 
the equipment themselves.
A will have
B would have
C had

 37 The office is closed and the staff   told to 
go home.
A have been
B had been
C were being

 38 My father   to us before bed.
A was always used to sing
B always used to singing
C always used to sing

 39 How long have Matt and Sophie   each other?
A seen
B been seeing
C saw

 40 Fire crews are on the scene and the wounded   
treated at a nearby hospital.
A were being
B are
C are being

Score   / 40

E For questions 21–25, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.

 21 I advise my patients   anything heavy for a few 
days after the operation.
A not to lift
B not lifting
C do not lift

 22 Electronic goods like these are becoming  .
A always cheaper
B more and more cheap
C cheaper and cheaper

 23 She insisted she   no idea that they were 
planning a party.
A had had
B has had
C was having

 24 I work in an advice centre, so I   to talking 
to people.
A getting used
B used
C am used

 25 This device is for   the electricity supply.
A test
B testing
C to test

F Tick (✓) the correct sentence in each pair.

 26 They tell you not to walk home alone at night.  

 They tell you don’t walk home alone at night.  

 27 I work in a shop so I’m used to dealing with  
difficult customers.  

 I work in a shop so I’m used to deal with  
difficult customers.  

 28 I think of taking a year off to go travelling.  

 I’m thinking of taking a year off to go travelling.  

 29 The course is getting more and  
more demanding.  

 The course is getting more demanding and 
more demanding.  

 30 She said she won’t enjoy the party, but she  
seemed to have a good time.  

 She said she wouldn’t enjoy the party, but she 
seemed to have a good time.  
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C For questions 11–15, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.

 11 A good working environment can increase our sense 
of  .
A emotions
B good mood
C well-being

 12 Throughout her life, she has struggled with feelings 
of  .
A self-esteem
B worthlessness
C identity

 13 He is   about the chances of 
economic recovery.
A distracted
B pessimistic
C traumatic

 14 The issue of divorce is very   in this community.
A symbolic
B sensible
C sensitive

 15 Our city centre stores are   by large companies.
A dominated
B participated
C generated

D Complete the sentences. Choose the 
correct words and phrases.

 16 The fact is that resources are dominating /  
dwindling / boosting and there will soon be 
nothing left.

 17 With so little rainfall there are fears of another 
drought / famine / flood.

 18 We really do generate / appreciate / satisfy all the 
support that you have given us.

 19 Would you consider dominating / facilitating / 
participating in the scheme?

 20 The sad truth of the matter is that very few actors 
actually do / make / take it big.

Vocabulary

A For questions 1–5, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.

1 I met my colleagues in order to   our 
marketing campaign.
A plan out
B cross off
C write down

2   is extremely important in the laboratory.
A Disease
B Hygiene
C Pollution

3 The internet has   access to huge amounts 
of information.
A participated in
B facilitated
C grown

4 Being a musician is important to my   
of identity.
A sense
B state
C range

5 I never had any   to become a star.
A sense
B enjoyment
C aspirations

B Match the sentence halves

6 He was a wealthy man, having inherited  

7 He tried hard to make sense of  

8 She didn’t say she was unhappy, but he sensed  

9 Halfway through the meeting, Sam came up with  

 10 He had done all that he could to generate  

a what she was saying.
b sales for the company.
c that she was.
d a fortune from his father.
e a brilliant idea.
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 32 He’s from the north of the country and has a 
  accent.

 33   officials from around the world 
will meet at the White House this week to discuss 
the issue.

 34 Of course    countries should help 
poor countries when there is a disaster.

 35 The meeting between these two leaders and former 
enemies has great   importance 
and represents the start of a new era.

G For questions 36–40, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.

 36 It gives me great   to introduce our next guest.
A contentment
B pleasure
C appreciation

 37 Physical challenges are part of the   process.
A fresher
B ritual
C initiation

 38 The company is   by a French businesswoman.
A run
B inherited
C grown

 39 It’s ridiculous to try to grow flowers in areas where 
there is often water  .
A trauma
B poverty
C drought

 40 The country has experienced high levels of 
economic  .
A satisfaction
B profits
C growth

Score   / 40

Total score   / 80

E For questions 21–25, choose the correct 
answer. Choose A, B or C.

 21 This model is   as a family car.
A put up
B marketed
C boosted

 22 I’ve asked the accountant to   the figures.
A line up
B put on
C go over

 23 For me, studying is about personal development 
  as passing exams.

A same
B also
C as much

 24 He came from a very difficult family  .
A background
B status
C values

 25 His newspaper article caused a  .
A fortune
B scandal
C record

F Complete the sentences with the correct 
adjectives from the box.

sensible   wealthy   sensitive   traumatic   washed-up   
content   symbolic   distracted   regional   high-ranking

 26 People who witness violent crime often find it 
very   and it takes time for them 
to recover.

 27 Evie is easily upset so I’m very careful what I say to 
her. She’s a very   child. 

 28 I don’t think he wants his life to change in any way. 
He seems very   with it as it is.

 29 I knew I could rely on Jacob not to do anything silly. 
He was a very   child.

 30 In the film, Taylor plays a   
celebrity who finds it impossible to accept that he’s 
no longer famous.

 31 Maria wasn’t very focused in the meeting. I got 
the impression she was a little   
by something.


